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Abstract 
owadays, one of the fastest ways of connecting people with old friends is through the social media 

network platforms (SMNPs) which have greatly influenced the way people communicate. This has 

continued to receive acceptance among all age groups and still growing, opening yet another area of 

research that explore large data of both social and behavioural context. The heterogeneity of these SMNPs 

has further brought innovations in developing applications for integrating resources in offering seamless 

services among the various SMNPs. The aim of this paper is to integrate data from social relationships by 

proposing a heterogeneous point-to-point architecture that seamlessly integrates various SMNPs. A 

Globally Integrated Relationship Linkage (GIRL) model is proposed in this architecture to test the strength 

of relationships existing between various SMNP users. The model lead to the development of a search 

mechanism (i-Navigate) for finding the optimal social linkage among users of same connection in 

heterogeneous SMNPs. The paper try to evaluate the performance of the mechanism and show its 

effectiveness in supporting different application metrics of integrated content-sharing which will make 

developers of SMNP design effective user-driven SMNP applications.  

 

Keywords:  Social Media, Architecture, Heterogeneous, Relationship, Navigate.  

 

Introduction 

The introduction of Social Media Network Platforms (SMNPs) such as TwitterTM, LinkedIn™, Whatsapps, 

Facebook™ and many more have greatly changed the way and manner people communicate and share 

information by connecting one another through platforms that are easily accessible. It allows people maintain 

their daily relationships, connect and re-connect with old friends as well as establish new relationships based 

on common interests and hobbies (Zhang et al., 2010).  

 

This phenomenon has influenced a rise in the number of SMNP users in recent times. Although it is difficult 

to accurately estimate users and number of SMNP worldwide, it is estimated that users of Facebook™ social 
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network alone has over one billion active users and still growing at an average of 20, 000 per week (Facebook, 

2016).  

 

Due to its easy accessibility (SMNPS), users do register multiple SMNPs for different social network 

applications, create multiple SMNP accounts, communicate with contacts on different SMN platforms, 

interact and have access to multiple web contents and share contents within every SMNP community. 

Though SMNPs offer variety of services, a unique identity of SMNPs is that they are built around the 

existence of users’ social networks (Mislove et al., 2007 and Ellison & Boyd, 2007). However, it is true that each 

SMNP work independently which makes it possible for users to personally manage their profiles and build 

relationships on different SMNPs but overlapping the content of same user. This is a challenge to users in 

managing contents across the various SMNPs. 

 

The complexity of SMNPs in addition to its increasing influence have awaken researchers to develop ideas of 

connecting users and aggregate data across SMNPs thereby making SMNP a seamless heterogeneous 

network. This could be found in (Ko et al., 2010), where the authors summarizes the interconnection of  social 

networks services that allow users to simultaneously access information not only on SMNP that their account 

is domiciled, but can access content by using single identification (ID) on multiple SMNPs.  

 

When directional linkage is established between two users of an SMNP, it is called “social network” and 

when a path is created between the two, it is then a “relationship” (Bae 2009). The relationship therefore 

becomes “globally integrated relationship” only when the social network from one user to the other is 

achieved over a heterogeneous network.  This architecture enables users from different SMNPs to 

interconnect with various networks, resulting in an integrated network of interconnected heterogeneous 

SMNPs of larger Network community of users.  

 

A point-to-point (P2P) network that integrates heterogeneous SMNPs for establishing universal connections 

over the integrated SMNPs is proposed in this article and is shown in Figure. 1. 

   
Figure 1: Network Architecture of Social Media Platform. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section II reviews related works. Design and implementation of 

the System architecture (P2P-iN) model is described in section III, while section IV discusses the globally 
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integrated relationship linkage (GIRL) model to identify the global relationship between any two users in the 

heterogeneous SMNPs. Simulations to study the performance of P2P-iN is discussed in section V and section 

VI concludes the paper. 

 

 

Related Works   

There has been a lot of research on Social Media Sites in recent times as a result of its wide spread use and 

acceptability across all social demography and the radical way it has change the landscape of social 

interaction. To cope with the exponential growth of data traffic from these social media sites and the 

unprecedented demand for faster data connectivity, the authors Hwang et al., (2013) came up with an 

enhanced method of distributed algorithm for a multi-cell scenario, aiming to significantly enhance the 

current interconnectivity issues and support much higher capacity and coverage, higher throughput, and 

lower cost. 

 

Abdulhamid, et al., (2014) in their analysis on the effect of social media sites enumerated in details the security 

challenges face by users of SMNP. They emphasised the need to enhance the existing security of the present 

system by ensuring global guideline on cyber security.  

 

In the work of Cyveillance (2015), the complex nature of the network was considered as the most important 

while leveraging on the success of the social media in devising method of effective monitoring. The past social 

network research findings in the sociology (Ronald 1991) indicated that F(a, b) = 0.5. However this may not be 

true anymore for online social networks. In online social networks, F(a, b) would be much higher than 0.5. 

Phone Lin and Pai-Chun (2014) proposed global relationship model to identify the global relationship 

between two users in heterogeneous SMNPs. They analyse the model by conducting simulations to study the 

performance of the proposal. Although searching in a social graph has been studied in the previous works 

(Yu and Singh, 2003), most of these studies are centralized in the sense that a social graph is well maintained 

at a central node. Fewer studies have addressed distributed search over a P2P social network, which is the 

main focus of this article. 

 

Work on data aggregation concerning social media relationship is new and has not been well researched. This 

semi virgin area of research has motivated the writers of this article to embark on this researchable area. 

System architecture is being proposed to integrate heterogeneous SMNPs and investigate the social 

relationships existing among users across heterogeneous SMNPs. 

 

System Architecture Design 

As a definition, a Point-to-point (P2P-iN) network connection could be said to comprise of two classes: source 

(mobile) and destination terminals. It integrates heterogeneous SMNPs to establish unique relationships over 

integrated SMNPs.  

 

A user of a mobile terminal who on his device (Smartphone or Laptop) happens to register with one or more 

SMNPs, may be able to simultaneously login to one or more SMNPs. A unique user ID is therefore assigned 

to same user who happens to be associated with different SMNPs accounts. This unique user ID contains 

authentication information (such as user e-mail address). On the other hand, destination terminal maintain 

the on- or off-line as well as the IP address of each peer terminal. As soon as a one of the terminals is turned 

on, an online status report is immediately sent to the destination terminal which contains ID and IP address of 

the mobile terminal for online status update.   

 

As long as the two users (T1 & T2) are listed on each other’s friend list on same SMNP and ready, 

communication between them could be established by using the corresponding mobile IP addresses queried 

from the destination terminal. The idea of “globally integrated relationship” is obtained when linkage (social) 
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is established between two mobile terminals from different SMNPs as shown in the social network linkage 

diagram of figure 2.  

 
Figure 2: Social Linkage between mobile terminals. 

 

A database containing the list of friends is maintained and information about the user’s friends is stored. 

Figure 3 shows the activity of two friends trying to communicate and is demonstrated in the message flow 

procedure using the social media network platform. 

 

 
Figure 3: Message Flow Procedure for Login  
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The heterogeneity of the SMNP architecture allows users to seamlessly communicate independent of any 

specific SMNP. By choosing the P2P-iN, a Globally Integrated Relationship Linkage (GIRL) Model is 

developed to test the acceptability of such relationship existing between peered users of the integrated 

SMNPs. 

 

Based on this model, a search mechanism i-Navigate, is proposed to determine the social link between peered 

users. Simulations are obtained from the proposed search mechanism where performance of the model (i-

navigate) is evaluated. 

 

Some Definitions 

P2P-iN: Point-2-Point-iN system architecture comprises of: mobile and destination terminals and is proposed to 

integrate heterogeneous SMNPs through list of friends. The direct communication between terminals forms 

the point-to-point network. A destination terminal maintains the status and the IP address of the mobile 

terminal. 

 

Personal information of the user’s friends IDs are stored, including the ID in SMNP and email address with 

users having different IDs in different SMNPs,  

 

Social Network Information field is made up of two subfields, including social media network platform type 

and Online. The platform type indicates which SMNP the friend has registered and its value is calculated by 

using Equation 1 in the globally integrated relationship linkage model, indicating the frequency that a user 

performs some kind of social activities on his friend. The Online indicates whether the friend is on the SMNP 

or not and when did a friend logs on to the social media platform. If the value of Online is “On” (“Off”), the 

time is then considered as when his/her friend logs in (logs out) the platform.  

 

Address Information is the IP address and the port number of the friend’s end-device that is stored. This 

information is valid when the mobile terminal of the friend is turned on. 

 

The Globally Integrated Relationship Linkage (Girl) Model  

The proposed Globally Integrated Relationship Linkage Model is developed to identify the global relationship 

between users across heterogeneous SMNPs. Two things are considered in developing the GIRL model here: a 

tool to test the strength of the global relationship between any two users across heterogeneous SMNPs and 

the proposed search (i-Navigate) mechanism to identify the social path between terminals of P2P-iN. 

Testing the Global Relationship 

Before searching for global relationship among SMNPs users, there is need to identify a tool that can measure 

the relationship strength of any two users across heterogeneous SMNPs. Using a modified decay function 

described in (Ronald, 1991, Yu and Singh, 2003), a better strength measurement of global relationship is 

developed. 

It is important to associate directional social linkage to the frequency of association by denoting the 

relationship as f(x, y), to indicate how often users perform social activities with one another. If C is considered 

as social activities, 1 ≤ i ≤ C, then the function f(x, y) is gotten as: 

f(Na, Nb) = i

C

i

i
1

   (1) 

where γ - frequency of user activity between platforms, μ - weight of activity for reflecting various level of 

interactions in relationship; 
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The frequency of interactions of user either in one domain or different domains (media platforms) will bring 

about a binding factor of interaction that exists between users and is given as: 

 F(x, y)=
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 (3) 

To achieve implementation of the proposed model of globally integrated relationship linkage (GIRL), it is 

important to consider directional social path for proper guide. For this reason, a function Н(P) is therefore 

developed in order to test the strength of the GIRL model between two users and is defined by: 
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P
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)(               (4) 

A larger Н(P) function implies the strength of the model which is a useful tool in providing a much acceptable 

friend recommendation and metrics as well as serving as a basis for content sharing across SMNPs. 

 

Once the global relationship strength between any two users is characterised, then it is possible to search for 

the directional social path from user 1 and user 2. By considering the   operation, i-Navigate mechanism 

for social path searching is proposed which a contribution in this article. 

 

The Navigation Mechanism 

As stated earlier, an i-Navigate mechanism is proposed to find a directional social path between two peer 

nodes in P2P-iN.  The i-Navigate mechanism is similar to the flooding search that has been widely adopted in 

communications networks [13], where link by link social paths are established. When a link is added into a 

path, global relationship strength is calculated for the new path using the    function in Equation 4. If the 

global relationship strength for the new path is below a certain threshold, the social path search stops. Here 

the threshold is for guaranteeing the relationship strength for the constructed path for SMNP applications. 

 

The moment a mobile terminal is switched on, a status report is sent to the destination terminal, where a 

response of his friend’s status from the destination terminal is immediately received. With this information, 

the mobile terminal determines whether his peer friend is online or not. This facilitates the mobile terminal to 

directly communicate with online friends. In trying to accomplish the GIRL model, an algorithm as shown in 

figure 4 is developed; where the set Г is the friend list of the mobile terminal. The input parameter ẞ stores the 

ID of the mobile terminal and ζ is the ID of the mobile terminal to be searched. 

Consequently, i-Navigate mechanism may likely have multiple social relationships between two terminals. 

The universally accepted social relationship strength is however tested by triggering the i-Navigate 

mechanism.  

(2) 
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Figure 4: The Algorithm for i-Navigate 

 

Performance Analysis 

The request made by the i-Navigate could link up with friends that are online during the execution of i-

Navigate whenever a mobile terminal is either turned on or off. This shows how dynamically the network 

topology changes during the process of executing the i-Navigate mechanism. 

The dynamism could be associated with the “pathfinder” probability denoted (Pf) of directional social path 

between two mobile terminals during execution of i-Navigate mechanism in which the online status of such 

relationship significantly affects the Pf. The approximate value of Pf is obtained using an analytical model. 

It is assumed here that mobile terminals in any particular network behaves independently and are identically 

distributed in terms of online status, interactions, etc. Let the threshold for the i-Navigate mechanism be 1, 

while the analytical model uses |P| ≤ 3 instead of 1. These assumptions means that the i-Navigate 

mechanism may likely quit when the path length hits a certain value with the fact that no global social path 

will be found. 

Supposing the i-Navigate request arriving a mobile node form a Poisson process, then according to the 

alternating renewal process (Nelson, 1995), the probability Pon that an i-Navigate request arrives when a 

mobile node is online can be obtained by  

 
    yx

y

on
yExE

xE
P









    (5) 
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Social graph for P2P-iN is generated using the Watts-Strogatz model (1998) with three parameters r (re-wire 

probability), n (total number of mobile nodes) and m (average number of friends of a mobile node). With the 

setup: 

0 < r < 1 and n >> m >> ln n >> 1 (6)  

Watts-Strogatz model has the small-world property, including small average path length and high clustering, 

which can also be applied to study SMNP. 

Let Nt denote the expected number of the mobile nodes that receive the i-Navigate request message during 

the execution of the i-Navigate mechanism. Consider the scenario that the mobile terminal T1 executes the i-

Navigate mechanism to search for a directional social path to T5. If T5 belongs to one of the Nt mobile nodes, 

then the directional social path from T1 to T5 could be found through the formulation: 

  
n

M
P t

f               (7) 

Pf – pathfinder probability when mobile node executes the i-Navigate mechanism to find a peer node, Mt – 

denote the expected number of the mobile terminals that receive the i-Navigate request and n – number of 

iterations for mobile to search for peer mobile. 

 

Simulation  

Validating the proposed analytical model could be achieved through simulation of discrete event-driven 

simulation model, which was considered in simulating mobile communications network (Fu et al., 2012). The 

purpose here is to simulate the on/off-line behaviour of mobile terminals and that of the i-Navigate 

mechanism. variables such as the number of search request (Rs), IDs of both triggering (Tr) and searched 

Terminals (Ts) respectively, social link hop between peer terminals are used in the simulation model. 

Additionally, iterations of successful pathfinders (Np) and processed query arrivals (Nq) were also used in this 

simulation. To obtain the output measure, a relationship is established as indicated in Equation 8: 

q

p

f
N

N
P 

   
(8) 

The Figures 5 and 6 show the comparison between the analytical and simulation results. They indicate that 

the simulation results were analytically well approximated. The effects of the input parameters on the Pf 

performance for the i-Navigate mechanism is being studied. In this study, the input parameters and the total 

number of mobile nodes are set with Mt =1000.   

As the pathfinder probability Pf increases so does ξy/ξx increases as shown in both figures. It is worth noticing 

that Pf is larger than 15 percent when ξy/ξx = 8 and α = 0.8 as depicted in Figure 5 (with m = 6), and Pf is 

around 40 percent when ξy/ξx = 8 and m = 10 as shown in Figure 6. A larger ξy/ξx implies that the mobile 

node spends more time online (pon = 8/9). 
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Figure 5: Comparison of αs (m= 6) 

 

Observing figure 5 where m = 6 and bearing in mind the effects of α. A larger α implies that the social graph 

of P2P-iN is sparser (far-nodes). The figure indicates that Pf increases as α increases, which means that in a 

sparser social graph, the i-Navigate mechanism attains better found probability. 

 

Figure 6: Comparison of m =6 and m=10 
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In Figure 6, we study the effects of m where we set α = 0.4. A larger m implies more friends of a peer node. 

Figure 6 shows that with more friends, the i-Navigate mechanism achieves better Pf performance. When in a 

sparser social graph and a mobile node has more friends, there is 40 percent probability that the i-Navigate 

mechanism could find a global social relationship for the user, i.e. a social path with strong relationship 

strength. 

 

Conclusion 

The paper proposes a network architecture that interconnects multiple SMNPs to achieve Globally Integrated 

Relationship Linkage (GIRL) Model for evaluating global relationship strength between two users with more 

precision. With P2P-iN and the Global Relationship Model as the foundation, i-Navigate mechanism was 

proposed to find the social path with certain level of social relationship strength in a P2P social network. The 

approach was justified through analytical and simulation models.  

 

The study indicates that when the social graph is sparser and a mobile node has more friends, our proposed 

approach can find the desired social path with high probability. When compared to traditional approach can 

effectively establish global social relationship for users from heterogeneous SMNPs. This work shows that by 

appropriately integrating users in various SMNPs, the proposed integrated framework could enable users to 

enhance their social connections over cyberspace and create more social and economic opportunities for the 

users. As a future development, this integrated SMNP landscape can be used by SMNP developers in 

designing user-centric SMNP applications with better features. 
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